
V. Periodic Trends 6.3 pgs. 163-169

A. Atomic Size or Radius

1. How closely an atom lies to a 
neighboring atom.

2. Metals – half the distance between two 
adjacent atoms in a crystal

3. Nonmetal – determined from a diatomic
molecule of an element



Time 
out!

What’s a 

diatomic 

element?



Time out! What’s a diatomic 

element?

Mr. Brinklehoff

BrINClHOF 

gases

N2, H2, F2…

an element that when not 

chemically bonded with any other 

elements, will form a molecule 

having two atoms of the element.



A. Atomic Radii - trend (cont.)

Size increases going across – right to left. 
(Across same energy level, but add protons 
and the ‘pull’ of nucleus is greater and pulls 
electrons closer.)

Size increases going down a group. Electrons 
are at progressively higher levels, and shielding 
effect is increasing. 



A. Atomic Radii (continued)
Shielding Effect – lots of inner electrons 

shield or protect the outer electrons from 
the ‘pull’ of the positive nucleus.

What happens to shielding effect as 

you go down the periodic table?
increases

What happens to shielding effect as 

you go across the periodic table?
Stays the same

Quick time video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ba2yN2HtPTA


B. Ionic Radius

Positive ions are always smaller than 

neutral atoms

+1 +2 +3

-1 -2
-3

Negative ions are always larger than 

neutral atoms because their nuclear 

attraction is less



Going down a group – both anions and 

cations get bigger

Going across: + decrease, - increase

Smaller Larger



Atomic and ionic radii trends



C. Ionization Energy

Energy required to remove an 

electron from a gaseous atom.

Think of ionization energy as an 

indication of how strongly an atom’s 

nucleus holds onto its valence

electrons.

Bigger your ionization energy the 

harder it is to rip an electron away. 

How easy is it to become an ion?



Ionization energy



I.E. increases going up (harder to pull off outer 

electrons when atoms are smaller)

I.E. increases going across (harder to pull off 

electrons because of nuclear attraction is 

hanging onto them.

Metals have lower I.E., nonmetals have high I.E.

High High



Successive ionization energies

Quick time video

Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0EnK4EXLDUc


D. Electronegativity

indicates the relative ability of an 

atom to attract electrons in a 

chemical bond “hogs electrons”

The bigger the electronegativity 

the bigger the ‘hog’



Electronegativity
Electronegativity is the 

ability of atoms in a 

molecule to attract 

electrons to themselves.

On the periodic chart, 

electronegativity increases 

as you go…

…from left to right across a 

row.

…from the bottom to the 

top of a column.



D. Electronegativity (continued)

moving across, electronegativity increases

moving up electronegativity increases

high highest

Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93G_FqpGFGY




Following Slides not covered in chapter 6 

Glencoe



E. Electron Affinity

“Electron Grabbiness” or how easy it is 

for an atom to gain electrons (make a 

negative ion = anion)

(-) negative = energy released

(+) positive = energy absorbed

Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=upamvYDjIKY


Electron Affinity



E. Electron Affinity (continued)

Generally decreases going down a group 

because atomic size increases

Increases going across because atoms are 

smaller and nucleus charge increases

Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=upamvYDjIKY


F. Melting Points
metallic side – decreases as you go down

non-metals- increase going down

melting pt of gases are very low (-100 C)



G. Metallic Character

increase to left and down least 

metallic

most 

metallic



Metallic Character



H. Chemical Activity

metals – increase going down, most active? Cs

non metals – decreases going down, most active?

F




